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Riossunto

Over lhe next few decodes on opfimizotion of exisÍing moleriols will drive
the evolution of structurol metols.
The focus will be on low cosf monufacturing technologies for easy recycling.
lntegroted product development methodologies put in place in design
plotforms environment ore the key for o succesfull exploilotion of optimized

Nei prossimi onni l'evoluzione di moterioli metollici strulluroli vedrò

moteriols.

dei moterioli esistenti.
lmporlonti sviluppi sono prevedibili per le lecnologie di trosformozione
un' otlimizzozione

o bosso

costo.

Le opplicozioni

dei moterioli ottimizzoti potronno beneficiore di

uno

metodologio di progettozione integrolo in grodo di volutore i molteplici
ospeHi che rendono compotibili le ohernotive (costi, ricicloggio, volore
oggiunto, quolitò).

INTRODUCTION
It is certainly intriguing to try to detect the changes that may
take place in the application of materials in a period such as
the present with its exceptionally rich parade of social and
political events. Stress needs to be laid, however, at the start

of this survey on the fact that at least one generation must
pass before a material makes an effective entry into both
culture and production. The aluminium industry, for example, first appeared on the scene at the end ofthe 19th cen-

tury yet aluminium itself was not used on a wide scale until
after the second world war. Most polymers were discovered
between 1930 and 1950. Their industrial development, however, had to for wait the arrival of the 1960s. The first meltzone purification of silicon was performed at the end of the

1940s, whereas the silicon industry did not spread until the
1960s.

Prediction of the possible technical evolution of materials
over the next few decades, therefore, should not be so very
difficult or uncertain. In the light of our current knowledge,
we agree with the opinion expressed by many experts who
belive that for all materials, especially for those of a "structural" nature, the next twenty years will not bring anything to
compare with the upheaval caused by the diffusion of polymers and silicon chips. Instead, we shall see the optimisation
of existing materials, the appearance of "new" materials being confined to very specific kinds to cater for highly specialised requirements.
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PRODUCT DEVE LOP'I'IE NT
The evolution of materials will undoubtedly be closely linked
to the needs of the products required by the technical sys-

tem of tomorrow.

This brief analysis is restricted to metallic materials.
It is easy to forecast that steel, copper and aluminium
will dominate and that far-reaching research is needed for
their improvement: improvement of manufacturing processes, mechanical properties, shapeability and assembly tech-

nologies.

As to the subject of investments in research on materials,
the amounts devoted to conventional materials, which still
account for 95Vo of the market, and the so-called "new" materials are to our mind disproportionate when measured by
the results obtained.
Where, indeed, are the results?

Will this trend change because of the policies implemented during the last
twenty years? In the more industrially advanced countries,
this change has been in progress for some time and a reason
of that is the rescaling of military needs for increasingly
sophisticated materials whose use in civil applications has

been very limited

for both economic and other

reasons.

Tirming backto the question of the future developmentof structural materials, and confining ourselves to the presentation of a
list, it is desirable to identify the current technical requirements,

each of which would deserve fuller examination:

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

more efficient manufacturing processes, resulting in lower
product costs have to be developed;
there will be a demand for products with improved mechanical properties;
it will be possible to reduce the need for materials by 1020Va through further improvements in their resistance to

corrosion;
the energy content required for production, and the energy consumed during operation will have to be reduced;
in other words, the global cost of a piece throughout its
working life will have to be minimised;
increasing preference will be accorded to materials with
low specific gravity, especially in the transport, oil and
packaging industries;

of semifinished products will be
sought by encouraging innovative processing techniques:
their cost will greatly exceed that of the material itself;

reduction of the cost

easy-to-assemble materials will form the subject of incentives;
regulations governing emissions into the atmosphere will
have to be strictly complied with;
the question of recyclability will have be solved completely:
increasing qualitative and quantitative use will be made
of recycled materials that do not produce pollutants, and
manufacturers will be responsible for the retrieval and
final disposal of all their products.

DEVETOPMENT OF THE RANGE OF CHOICE
In identifying the materials that may still be successful in the
technical system of tomorrow, it must be clear that for all
materials a "technical trust" needs to be offset by a "market
guide" and screened by a "social guide". Even the best material is only useful in aparticular application if itprovides the
answer to precise requirements or involves a real innovation
that can be economically accepted by the sociefy in which we

live and work.
Special requirements often lead to the purpose-oriented designing of a material and its corresponding fabrication process, which is of essential importance in obtaining the specifications required.

Yet every development of "innovative" materials causes
stimuli that lead in their turn to innovations and further improvements of traditional materials in the competing sections
they threaten. Ferrous and non-ferrous materials remain the
best known and the most employed they still have a fundamental role and a leading position in engineering applications.
Over the next few years the metallurgy will have to keep this
position also one ofthe prerequisites for the survival ofthis
Vol.17 (tl (teee)

industrial sector in all the more developed countries. One of
the strong points in this challenge is quality and its economic
and commercial value.
Improvement of quality and harsher competition are certainly
the focal points upon which attention has been concentrated
with regard to the future development of metals. Metallurgical research is oriented towards this aim, it is still rather lively
and is moving in the directions listed above for the development of each product in all its families and classes.

To provide a clearer picture of our opinion about tomorrow's developments, we have decided taking by way of example a sufficiently wide sector, namely that of metallic materials for mechanical applications. These are employed in
the automotive, rail and transport industries, in the generation of energy, in the extraction of oil and natural gas, in
manufacturing, etc.
And, among these, significant examples have been drawn
from the automotive industry.
Very often the requests of the market constitute a veritable
metallurgical challenge to the producer, who needs, for example, to increase strength levels while maintaining or, if
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possible, increasing toughness, machinability, shapeability
and weldability, and all this will has to be achieved at the

lowestpossible cost.
The answer comes from the wedding of various components:
modern metallurgical processes, application of the latest advances in physical metallurgy, design optimisation, development of component fabrication processes, application of
advanced investigation techniques, such as those proposed
by fracture mechanics. The success of this extension of applications requires coordinated cooperation involving the designer, the process metallurgist, the component manufacturer, and the end user.
It must be acknowledged that those engaged in the study of
materials designers and technologists are being increasingly
called upon to operate in a coordinated manner to solve problems of an interdisciplinary nature. But it is equally true that

difficulties in the two-way exchanging of knowledge and skills
still persist. These difficulties must be removed to allow the
establishment of a correct form of collaboration aimed at the
development of new solutions.
With this in mind, therefore, we hope that what follows will
clearly bring out the importance of overcoming the last integration difficulties that still exist between those engaged in
the study of materials, designers and technologists.
By identifying industry as the place where scientific knowledge is converted into technical innovation and hence in

products and tools directed towards economic and civil
growth, we can underline the way in which, in our view, the
question of the evolution of the application of metallic materials must be tackled in the immediate future. We will use
some example to reach this aim.

RECENT FACTORS INFTUENCING

EVOTUTION
Evolution of the application of materials for the fabrication
of components in the industry is being increasingly influenced and piloted by factors like:
o economy: global competitiveness calls for the production
of components with low-cost technologies, restricted capi-

.

tal expenditures and inexpensive processes;
the market: customers are becoming ever more exacting

.

and the competition is out to satisfy their expectations,
which means that the performance of components must
be something more than just sufficient;
environment: regulations governing emissions into the atmosphere and reduction of the greenhouse effect are becoming increasingly restrictive, and recycling and disposal
of the materials employed must not be the source of pol-

.

lution;
saving of energy and natural resources: it is necessary to
move towards lower consumption levels and the more
rational employment of raw materials, and hence the

For the automotive industry two other factors have to be
added to the namely above mentioned ones:

1. the need to make vehicles lighter while maintaining or
improving their performance and safety through the use
of lighter materials;
2. cost competitiveness with higher quality.
The current breakdown of the main materials used in the
manufacture of an average-class vehicle is illustrated in the
pie chart in fig.l.
As to the question of weight reduction, it can be seen that
two main reasons are encouraging the manufacture of lighter
means of transport: lower consumption for the conservation
of natural resources, and reduction of emissions into the atmosphere to limit the greenhouse effect and pollution.
Regulation of these two factors is becoming and will go on
becoming increasingly restrictive. Fig. 2 shows the evolution
of the emission standards in grammes per kilometre laid down

I

greater use of what is recycled.
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for European vehicles already in force since 1993 and envisaged for 2005.
o.2

All automakers, therefore, are heavily engaged in the search
for applications of materials that will achieve appreciable
savings in vehicle weight, while at the same time they are
having to offset the increasing weights brought about to secure greater safety and comfort, such as power steering, air
conditioners, hydraulic drive, impact beams, additional electric motors, etc.
Figure 3 shows what Ford has planned for the reduction of
the weight of its vehicles in the year2005.
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Fig. 4: Fuel consumption in funclion of vehicle weight over o combined
cycle in occordonce with the EPA stondords.

An idea of the correlation between total weight, weight reduction and reduction of fuel consumption can be gained from
fig.4, which shows the fuel savings obtained per 100 kg over
a lO0-kmjourney in function of the total weight and the year

I
I

of manufacture of the vehicle.
Research on materials that can be employed to reduce component weights is thus one of the leading objectives and challenges. The target to be reached by the years2005-2010 is 3
litres per 100 km for an average-sized vehicle weighing about
800 kg. Yet mere lightening to save energy during use is not
enough. There is no point in using materials with an excellent weight/performance ratio if they are very expensive, if
their extraction and fabrication are very costly, or if their
disposal and recycling are very difficult. The choice of a
material, in other words, must take account of its overall
energy consumption and emissions into the atmosphere during its working life and its disposal or recycling. This aspect
is illustrated in the following graphs.
In fig. 5, a comparison is made between the total energy (in
MJ) consumed during the life of a 30 kg aluminium and a
70 kg iron engine block casting in function of different re-

cycling percentages.
It is clear, therefore, that selection of a material is partly
governed by its potential recyclability, which must thus be
increasingly incentivated by government. Metallurgical re-
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search, too, must set out to devise alloys that can also be
generated from recycled materials and are suitable for a given
component.
The same is true with regard to emissions as can be seen in
figs. 6 & 7, where a comparison is made between the CO2

emissions of the two types of casting
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It is clear from these examples that the use of light metals
(mainly aluminium and magnesium alloys), optimisation of
the employment of ferrous materials and their large-scale
recycling are going to be virtually a must in the short term.
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EXAMPTES OF APPTICATION
Three questions are suggested by what has been said so far:
How should a component be designed?
With what materials?
What technologies should be employed in its manufacture?
One must start from some considerations that may seem to
be simply taken for granted, yet they provide the sole assurance that a product will be a success on the market, profitable for its manufacturer and in keeping with the external
constraints, in fact it must:
. perform a function required by the specifications;
. possess a value recognised by the market
. be produced through the use of technologies that are reliable in repetitive manufacturing and thus ensure a constant level of excellent quality.
The designer usually thinks of a component in terms of its
functional application and thus focuses on the first point. His
cultural background and professional involvement do not allow him to be very sensitive over such matters as costs, constant updating of materials and manufacturing processes. This
situation is normally logical if we consider how many alternatives there are in the way of available materials, technologies and production systems that are in the process of development and usually involve a variety of professional skills;
the price is always estabilished by the market, but costs should
be "designed" at the same time as the component to be certain from the beginning that they will make the price attractive. These costs are always determined by the materials employed and the technology adopted, and hence by the expended

capital. A design department, therefore, cannot of its own
accord ensure that even solutions which are optimal technically and with respect to their application will be duly appreciated by the market.'We have already underscored the need
for closer integration between the key competencies in the
integrated process: design in the true sense, materials, technologies. What has just been said corroborates this need and
industry must adapt, account being also taken of the very
satisfactory experiences already recorded in other industrial
countries (Japan, the U.S., Germany, etc.) It has been dem-

definition of the solutions according to an optimal method.
One must put together not only the functional and technological aspects of a component, but also all the other collateral, though not secondary, aspects to define whatfor a given
componentwill be:

.
.
.
.
.

the value recognised by the market;
the best way to design the component;
the best materials to use;
the best way to make and to experiment the prototypes;
the best technologies and processes suitable for its fabri-

cation;
the maximum speed of introduction on the market.
The best choice can only be made through correlated and
weighted evaluation of all the possible solutions, both those
that already exist and those foreseeable from a consideration of all the parameters that evolution of materials and
technologies may show in the future. If this latter aspect of
the question is overlooked, in fact, a solution may well prove
appropriate for the current scenario, but with the risk of being outdated by other more irmovative solutions when it is

.

eventually placed on the market.
There is thus a need for constant attention and broad-spectrum updating on the evolution of materials and processes
to be supported by a strong engagement in applied research
and continuous comparison with the best in each and every
sector.

The way this method is applied is illustrated below with
reference to the definition of a cross-member for a suspension. It follows logical steps that proceed from the identification of what the market requires, i.e. a product whose
soundness and value it is prepared to recognise.
This identification is the starting-point for the conception of
the comprehensive functional system (the suspensions). One
then descends through measured and correlated eveluations
into ever greater detail until one obtains a comparative picture of all the possible alternatives and an indication of the
optimum materials and processes for the individual structural component (the cross-member - Fig. 8).

onstrated that this is only the first step towards fuller
optimisation of the system, since the fact that a complex
multiplicity of skills are involved means that others (Purchases, Marketing, Quality, Staff, etc.) must be integrated.
We are thus witnessing the emergence of extended' platforms"
that start from the concept of a product and embrace in a
working group all the in-house and external skills so as to
generate what is known as a "network company". This in
turn raises the problem of how to handle and regulate this
system in order to ensure that all the contributions are synergic
and focused on the objective to be reached. The solution can-

not be generically called for from people's willingness to co-

operate and integrate. There must be the support of strict,
objective methodological guidance capable of advancing the
Vol. t7 (t) (teee)

Fig. 8: Cor suspension cross-member
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From the application example particular reference must be
made to the final evaluation to secure a better understanding
of what has been said about the optimum definition (in the
sense that it takes all the variables, including the market area,
into account) of the material and the technology indicated as

drawn from updated data banks containing experimentally
objectivated parameter values for the materials, and realistically reliable ones for the processes.
This example can also be used to illustrate some developments of the processes which place in competition various

most likely to be

materials that, according to the technology applied, may re-

successful.

Evaluation, in fact, of the correlation between the param- sult in the prevalence of the use of one material rather than
eters and physical characteristics of the materials on the Y another.
axis and the characteristics resulting from the various appli- The indicators thus point to a solution in hydroformed steel,
cations of the technologies applicable to the materials them- whereby a conventional carbon steel combined with an inselves on the X axis reveals the optimum industrial solution novative technology can compete on emerging markets,
(for emerging markets in this case).
whereas aluminium is preferable for other market areas and
The evaluation coefficients employed must obviously be segments.

5.1

Suspension slruls ond wishbones

In this case we show how the conventional use of cast iron
may tend to be replaced by aluminium alloys. By contrast
with the cross-member, which is hollow, these components
can be produced by means ofinnovative technologies to confer on the alloy itself characteristics that meet the specifications and result in a weight saving of the order of 307o (Fig.
e).
Two new technologies are involved:

.
.

semisolidforming (thixocasting);
squeeze casting.

Until very recently forging was the only way in which aluminium alloys could be used for these products. However
this method, certainly provided an optimum answer to the
specifications, but it was very costly and could only be ap-

Fig. 9: Fronl wheel struls

plied in the case of high-performance vehicles.

sErylrsorr D FoRMr NG (TH rxocAsTt NG)
Process description
In this process, the material to be cast is not completely fluid.
Its temperature is below that of the liquidus and it is thus
composed of a mixture of a liquid and a solid phase.
Intensive stirring prevents the otherwise usual formation of
dendrites and results in a globular conformation. This state
is typical of a thixotropic flow pattern. By contrast with Newton fluids, in other words, the viscosity diminishes greatly in
function ofincreasing tangential stress. The process generally consists of heating segments of a flowcast bar to above
the solidus temperature so as to establish the desired ratio

20

(about 607o) befween the solid and the liquid phase. Five
advantages are obtained by pressure diecasting a material in

this state:

.
.
.
.
.

no porosity
less shrinkage
less energy consumption for heating

better mechanical properties (especially elongation)
optimum dimensional precision and machining allowances
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SGIUEEZE CASTING

Process description
This process is carried out by measured pouring of an aluminium alloy into a open forging die and applying an appropriate pressure before the mass solidifies.
The pouring temperature depends on the type of alloy but it
is always above the liquidus.

An idea of the final characteristics of the material can be
gained from fig. 10, which compares the application of
thixocasting and squeeze casting in the manufacture of various components.

The matrix dies are held between 190 and 315'C and the
punches are not heated.
The pressure depends on the geometry of the piece and is
about 70 MPa. It is applied for from 30 to 120 seconds for a
piece weighing about 9 kg, depending once again on its geometry. The dies are spray-lubricated with an aqueous solution of colloidal graphite.

Gas inclusions are drastically reduced in each case allowing

the material to be heat treated. This is of great importance
since they have a direct influence on the mechanical characteristics of a material. Gas content figures for castings produced using various technologies are compared in fig. 11.

Fig. l0: Comporison befween Íhe lwo technologíes

5.2

Constonf-Yelocity ioinfs

The functional diagram of a constant-velocity joint is set
out in fig. 12.
Steel is irreplaceable for these parts. Even so, examination
and listing of all the various possibilities provided by the

FOR HEAT TREATMENT

ANDWETDING

new technologies, design and process simulation methods have
resulted in races finished with fewer machining operations,
better performance and lower weight.

The dimensions of this part had to be determined so as to
take account of the fact that shearing of the fibres of the
forged piece in the area of the races diminished their mechanical characteristics. In addition, the operation itself was
expensive due to wastage of material and high tool and incm3/100g

vestment costs, and also critical owing to the risk of division errors in the race gaps.

Fig. I l: Gos contents in costings produced using vorious technologies
Vol. I7 (1J (teee)
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ing and cladding, and designers. The steel, too, was improved
through the inclusions of a controlled resulphurising stage
during its manufacture to achieve apredetermined inclusional
state ensuring better machinability.
The initial billet must be cut with a high-precision shearing
machine, since all the forming operations are conducted in a
closed die and very high constancy and volume precision
are essential.

The billet is heated to about 200"C in the first part of the
induction furnace and automatically prelubricated by immersion in a tank containing an aqueous graphite solution
before returning to the reels for the final heating to 830850'C. The hand of the transfer press then passes it through
the five progressive die stations to produce the body of the
joints with its races roughed out at tolerance levels sufficient for the subsequent cold finishing operations.
The preformed piece is now annealed and phosphated prior
to the cold calibration and closing of its races.
The line is fully automated and its reliability ensures the
maintenance of the tight tolerances"(> 0.3 mm) required.

5.3
Fî9. l2: Constant-velocity joint for front-wheel drive

The new warm forming and cold finishing technologies (fig.
13) and titanium nitride cladding of the tools have resulted
in the perfection of a technique that enables the specifications required to be met with high-carbon (C 53) steels.

The elaboration of this innovative and highly competitive
process was once again the outcome of cooperation between
experts in materials from steelworks, experts in forming tech-

nology (including machine manufacturers), experts in tool-

Connefing rods

Conneting rods are conventionally made of cast iron and
hardening steels. Alternative technologies have been devised
to meet the market's current requirements.
Nodular iron will continue to be used for straightforward
applications and low-capacity engines, since the cost of the
finished product, obviously including its machining operations. will still be the most competitive.
When higher stresses are involved, steel will remain the best
option. New techniques and materials, however, have been
evolved to make it more competitive.
Hardening steel, in fact, has been replaced by particularly

Fig. 13: Worm formíng operotíons for monufacturing neor net shope cv-ioints
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puxe carbon steels (C70) with very similar mechanical char-

acteristics obtained by controlled cooling alone. Another im-

portant feature of these steels is that they can be used to
forge conneting rods complete with their caps. These are
then detached by fracture splitting and their costly mechanical separation and chip removal are eliminated. This process is illustrated in fi,g. 14.
Caps separated in this way and then assembled remain more
firmly and precisely anchored to the connecting rod shaft.
Their bolts have thus been simplified and the entire assembly has become less costly.
Another alternative has been provided by the use of powder

metallurgy to produce sinterforged conneting rods. In this
interesting process, conventional compacting and sintering
are employed to fabricate a preliminary shape that is then
heated to 1200'C and forged in a closed die.

Its final density is 98Vo of that of steel. This technology is
very sound and has already been adopted by Ford for engines up to 2litres. Its very high dimensional precision does

away with the need to classify conneting rods by weight
before assembly (weight tolerance + 3 g) and fracture splitting of the cap is also possible.
The major drawback, however, is that metal powders are

still expensive.
Sinterforging and the advantages it offers by comparison
with a conventionally forged con rod are described below.
The sinterforging process does away with the need to classify conneting rods by weight and four machine tool operations:
. Spot facing

.

Roughing-out of the small end and big end eyes

New-generation steel con rods
Fracture splitting of the cap
Process
The conneting rod is produced by hot forging, warm calibration and

controlled cooling. The splitting operation is rendered highly repeatable by using a laser beam at the start to etch the fracture area.

Results

Elimination of costly mechanical separation of the cap. Precise
recoupling allows the use of very simple bolts.
Reduced investments and plant space requirements.

Reduction of operating costs

.
.

Energy saving (up fo 407a)
Lower plant costs (up to 357o)

Produclprocess characteristics
. High fatigue strength
Less weight

Shot-blasting
Warm calibration
Controlled cooling
Tight weight tolerances

Fig. l4: Conneting rods with frocture-split cop

.
.

54

Facing of the cap bolt seating
Machining of the head of the cap

Increasing use is being made of an up-and-coming technology known as hydroforming in the production of exhaust

The process consists of six stages:

1. Cold compaction of the powder with a hydraulic

press

2. I00% workpiece weight check
3. Sintering at 1200"C in a controlled atmosphere furnace
4. Transfer to the forging press
5. Forging with a 600-tonne press and water-graphite lubrication

6. Controlled

Vol.17 (1)fleee)

cooling

Exhqust mqnifolds

manifolds (fig.15).
Cast iron has long been regarded as best for the manufacture of exhaust manifolds on account of its competitive cost
and its good resistance to high gas temperatures.
Optimisation of its competitiveness, however, requires the
solution of two problems associated with its performance
and its weight.
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The first stems from the fact that the inner surfaces of the
ducts in a casting are not smooth. Their roughness is dependent on the superficial quality ofthe cores and cannot be
reduced because of the limits of the process. The weight factor is determined by the thickness of the walls. This has been
minimised as far as possible (2.8 mm in the best cases). Further reductions, however, require the employment of very
costly process expedients.
Research has thus been directed to hydroforming. This gives
very thin sections even with stainless steels, which make
excellent exhaust manifolds, able to answer to the future
engine higher demanding performances (higher gas temperature).
Hydroforming offers up to 607o deformation of cross sections with dimension tolerances of less than 5Vo. A further
advantage is that the thickness of the material is not reduced
at bends as it is during conventional drawing.
The process is described in fig. 16.
This technology makes use of stainless steel tubing cut to
convenient lengths. The shear section is deburred and the
lubricated tube is placed in a hydraulically closed die. Two
axial punches seal the ends ofthe tube and are drilled at the

central axis. An oily solution is injected at high pressure
through this hole. The punches are operated axially and their
thrust, combined with the pressure of the solution, deforms
the tube to fit the surfaces of the closed die. Handling of this
process is rather sophisticated since a constant check must
be made of the perfect tightness, while the internal pressure
and the forward travel of the axial punches must be piloted
in function of the deformation.
Stages of the process are:

Fig. 15: Comporison of o cost-iron ond o hydroformed exhoust monifold

tubing, cut length, deburring of the shear zone, phosphating
of the tube, closure of the die (up to 1800 kN), injection of
fluid under pressure and axial thrust (up to 300 kN per
punch).
Envisaged advantages are:
. Simpler dies (lower costs)

.
.
.
.

Lessmachiningoperations
Better deformation distribution
Shofter lead time
Better component quality

The fabrication cycle time is 20-30 seconds. The process is
therefore suitable for niche manufacturing or short runs. It

also allows a variety of materials and thicknesses to be
pressed with the same die.

5.5 Mognesium

components

Magnesium alloys were being applied in the 1970s. They
were subequently abandoned owing to the high cost of the
raw material and the process, and corrosion problems. The

Fig. 1ó: Typicol hydroforming process sfeps

cost of magnesium was high and unstable owing to its limited production worldwide. The need to reduce vehicle
weights has driven all automakers to seriously reconsider
this material with the result that the production of magnesium and its alloys is being adjusted to the new demand.
Metollurgicol Scíence ond Technology

Magnesium's attractive mechanical and pouring properties
result in components that are 407o and\}Vo lighter than those
in steel and aluminium respectively. Moreover its excellent
flowing through the cavities of a die facilitates the construction of complex shapes and sometimes enables separately
made parts to be combined in a single piece.
The main physical characteristics of some magnesium alloys are shown in fig. 17. Three components already being
made with these alloys are illustrated in fig. 18 the produc-

tion process can be seen in fig. 19 (die operating).
Use is made of pressure diecasting machines equipped with
sensors that check all the process parameters, mainly the
forward travel speed of the injection plunger. The casting
system and the system for metering the liquid to be injected

in the die are fundamental. All these operations are conducted in inert gases to prevent the molten metal from coming into contact with the oxygen in the air.
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Most metallic materials used in engineering over the next
twenty-five years will be those now regarded as traditional.
Their structural and functional properties, of course, will
need to be improved, along with optimisation of their production costs, better transformation processes, incentivation
ofrecyclability, etc.
The time is certainly delicate both for manufacturing industries and the users of all materials. The need to make quality
products competitive cost and product reliability demands a
full understanding of various types of material and transformation technologies.
The use ofnew technologies in products is essential, even if
such use may be either direct, as in the case of "innovated"
types of steel, ferrous and non-ferrous alloys, or indirect
through improvements in design, reliability, services ormar-

keting.
Integrated product development methodologies are required
to be succesfull.
We underline importance of acting jointly to attain the inter-

action of skills between those who study materials, designers
and technologists so as to encourage the establishment of a
flexible, more open innovative system capable of identifying
practical solutions applicable to the needs that appear on each
occasion.

Our prime intention, however, was to stress that the factors

influencing the choice of the most suitable material have
increased. The constraints that determine such a choice are
forcing the designer to be mainly concentrated on the functional aspect of the component.

In conclusion, it's important to emphasise what is happening in the iron and steel sector: more than 50% of the products now being sold were not on the market, or could not
have been produced ten years ago. This fact may well come
as a surprise to most of our readers. It is certainly an indication of the very great commitment for users.
This commitment, which has been and is continuing to be
pursued by the steel industry through product and process
innovation, is a sign of the dynamism and great potential
that still exist in this sector.
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